
	

	

Anchorage Municipal Elections 2018 
Mayoral and School Board Candidate Responses 

to AEA’s Questionnaire on Public Education 
 

Candidate responses have not been altered or edited in any way.  
Each response has been truncated to 40 words for this 

publication. Full candidate responses are posted at 
www.anchorageea.org.  

 
Be sure and cast your mail-in ballot by April 3, 2018. 

We encourage all members to be informed and involved. 
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Candidate Name Office Do you support allowing public funds to be spent on private or religious schools?
Ethan Berkowitz Mayor No
Dustin Darden Mayor What ever is best for our future I support.
Nelson Godoy Mayor No
Timothy Huit Mayor In some cases
Paul Kendall Mayor NO COMMENT
Jacob Kern Mayor NO RESPONSE
Rebecca Logan Mayor The state constitution prohibits spending public funds on religious schools and I support the constitution.
Matthew Mendonsa Mayor No

Candidate Name Office Do you support the establishment of a healthcare authority in Alaska for all public employees?

Ethan Berkowitz Mayor
I support providing sufficient and affordable health care for all public employees. The current delivery method for health 
care is expensive and unsustainable, and reform is necessary to serve the goals of increasing affordability, availability and 
quality of care. Health (40) 

Dustin Darden Mayor "Healthcare authority" has a intimidating ring to it. I care about health. Some easy low hanging fruit in health maintenance 
would be providing clean drinking water and education in healthy eating habits, also Im a advocate for use of essential (40)

Nelson Godoy Mayor Yes
Timothy Huit Mayor If services and coverages are similar.
Paul Kendall Mayor NO COMMENT
Jacob Kern Mayor NO RESPONSE
Rebecca Logan Mayor Healthcare costs contribute to the potential lay off of teachers. Anything we can do to reduce that cost should be evaluated.
Matthew Mendonsa Mayor No

Candidate Name Office In response to the previous question: What benefits or drawbacks do you see in that system?

Ethan Berkowitz Mayor Some pools (such as NEA) could effectively be caused to subsidize other pools. On the other hand, the status quo is 
unsustainable.

Dustin Darden Mayor Providing quality heath coverage to educators and students alike is a win win i see no draw backs in the idea, putting 
ethical leadership in charge is would eliminate potential public scrutiny.

Nelson Godoy Mayor It will establish more control.

Timothy Huit Mayor With any new system there will be drawbacks and benefits...to preserve the benefits and quality of the current system...we 
will have to entertain, study, and analysis any new system such as the healthcare authority in question.

Paul Kendall Mayor NO COMMENT
Jacob Kern Mayor NO REPONSE
Rebecca Logan Mayor Stronger purchasing power and more efficient use of funds.

Matthew Mendonsa Mayor
If public employees are not insured by their employer or their union, they should shop the insurance market themselves. 
Creating another government agency would cost the taxpayers an additional unnecessary burden.

Candidate Name Office What should Anchorage do to attract new educators and retain experienced ones?

Ethan Berkowitz Mayor
Experienced teachers shouldn’t have to fear getting a pink slip in the mail due to uncertain state funding of education. In 
order to retain experienced teachers, we need to provide security through adequately funding our school system. We also 
need (40) 
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Dustin Darden Mayor Value them. It's not just about paying them more money (not to say that won't help as well) but to sincerely show them 
gratitude would do a lot more then you think, oh and a better retirement and more extensive (40) 

Nelson Godoy Mayor Provide better salaries and benefits
Timothy Huit Mayor Allow educators more freedom to teach and enlighten every student in their classroom.
Paul Kendall Mayor NO COMMENT
Jacob Kern Mayor NO RESPONSE
Rebecca Logan Mayor Create an educational environment that lets teacher teach.

Matthew Mendonsa Mayor Negotiate with the Teachers Union for better pay based on a seniority and merit system, provide for job security, and 
reduce class sizes.

Candidate Name Office Do you support or oppose Proposition 1 on the ballot?
Ethan Berkowitz Mayor Oppose

Dustin Darden Mayor I support safe bathrooms and locker rooms. As it stands if a situation was to come about in regards to what bathroom to 
use typically there is a bathroom that is for single occupant and would not question the users (40) 

Nelson Godoy Mayor Oppose
Timothy Huit Mayor Support
Paul Kendall Mayor NO COMMENT
Jacob Kern Mayor NO RESPONSE
Rebecca Logan Mayor Oppose
Matthew Mendonsa Mayor Oppose

Candidate Name Office

A. (for School Board) Would you support staffing and budgeting for smaller class sizes? What is an appropriate class size?  
B. (for Mayor) What would you do to promote student success in Anchorage? In what ways can the municipality partner 
with students and educators to move toward the goals of Destination 2020?

Ethan Berkowitz Mayor A good education means teaching our children how to think critically, to solve problems and develop the skills they need to 
get a good job. I have never met a standardized kid, or been to a standardized school or a (40)

Dustin Darden Mayor Give it all you got! Do what you do being there for the students encouraging them to aim high and be all they can be.

Nelson Godoy Mayor
B. By creating new and supporting current after school programs. I would also make available more after school 
transportation to encourage children that don't have that availability. We need to promote more community base meetings 
to listen to the ideas (40)

Timothy Huit Mayor Make sure that all students understand the English language and the value of hard physical labor in their pursuit of 
successful within their adult lives.

Paul Kendall Mayor NO COMMENT
Jacob Kern Mayor NO RESPONSE

Rebecca Logan Mayor Direct the majority of resources to the classroom and to teachers. The municipality can partner with the district to achieve 
efficiencies that can free up resources for the classroom and teachers.

Matthew Mendonsa Mayor
I would encourage competition between schools within the district in areas other than sports. Students that excel would win 
a trophy, those that do not should be encouraged be better. I have never liked Participation Trophies. Sure, making a child 
(40)
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Candidate Name Office
Educators are being asked to do more and more with less and less. What work that educators are currently doing should be 
taken off their plate so that they can focus on their classrooms?

Ethan Berkowitz Mayor
As Mayor, I am committed to ensuring that our students come to school ready to learn. Creating opportunities for pre-K for 
Anchorage’s kids is one way to achieve this goal. Only 28% of Anchorage kindergartners are prepared for school, 
according (40)

Dustin Darden Mayor A large portion of regulatory assessment testing could be taken of educators plates, just because someone on the 
regulatory structuring system comes up with some new idea that really has no clue to what goes on in the classroom it (40)

Nelson Godoy Mayor I believe assistants in each classrooms can be implemented as a form of internships for college students. This would create 
better and more trained new educators as well as relieve the current educators.

Timothy Huit Mayor We may need to focus on the basics of education with assistance from technology to increase the ability to reach every 
student regardless of their proficiency in the English language...

Paul Kendall Mayor NO COMMENT
Jacob Kern Mayor NO RESPONSE
Rebecca Logan Mayor Anything that is not related directly to the instruction of students.

Matthew Mendonsa Mayor English only. Those students that do not speak English should be in classes devoted to learning English. Special Ed 
students should be in classes with educators trained in dealing with special ed needs.

Candidate Name Office In the course of the last year, how frequently have you attended school board meetings?
Ethan Berkowitz Mayor Less than once a month
Dustin Darden Mayor Never
Nelson Godoy Mayor Never
Timothy Huit Mayor Less than once a month
Paul Kendall Mayor NO COMMENT
Jacob Kern Mayor NO RESPONSE
Rebecca Logan Mayor Never
Matthew Mendonsa Mayor Never

Candidate Name Office
For both: In the course of the last year, how frequently have you visited schools or volunteered in the classroom? 
(Excluding for your own child’s functions/events).

Ethan Berkowitz Mayor At least once a month
Dustin Darden Mayor Once a semester
Nelson Godoy Mayor Never
Timothy Huit Mayor Never
Paul Kendall Mayor NO COMMENT
Jacob Kern Mayor NO RESPONSE
Rebecca Logan Mayor Never
Matthew Mendonsa Mayor Never
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Candidate Name Office

A. (For School Board) What can the school district do to better support the professional autonomy of educators? B. (For 
Mayor) What competencies or skills, academic and non-academic, does the community need and expect Anchorage 
School District graduates to have?

Ethan Berkowitz Mayor I’ve always believed that education is, in the words of the poet Yeats, “the lighting of a fire, not just the filling of a bucket.” 
 Students should emerge from the educational process with the ability to think critically, with the (40) 

Dustin Darden Mayor Respect, punctuality, Critical thinking skills, being able to back up what they believe in well trained researchers not just 
repeating what they hear, the ability to have dialog with apposing view points.

Nelson Godoy Mayor Practice in the form of internships in various positions in our local government and state. This will allow them to gain 
experience and gain the confidence to utilize their knowledge to apply for jobs here in our community.

Timothy Huit Mayor We expect that all student can read and write English, be proficient in mathematics and science, and be proficient in 
modern technologies.

Paul Kendall Mayor NO COMMENT
Jacob Kern Mayor NO RESPONSE
Rebecca Logan Mayor Reading for comprehension, writing, basic math, strong communication skills and a strong work ethic.

Matthew Mendonsa Mayor
They must have passing grades in school or remain in school until they do. They must know and excel in the basics, 
reading, writing and arithmetic and be able if needed to pass an entrance exam or SAT's for (40)

Candidate Name Office Would you support inflation-proofing the BSA and actively lobby the Alaska Legislature in forward-funding for education?
Ethan Berkowitz Mayor Yes
Dustin Darden Mayor Yes
Nelson Godoy Mayor Yes
Timothy Huit Mayor No
Paul Kendall Mayor NO COMMENT
Jacob Kern Mayor NO RESPONSE
Rebecca Logan Mayor No
Matthew Mendonsa Mayor Yes

Candidate Name Office
Would you support an increase in education funding beyond what is necessary for Alaska school districts to keep even with 
inflation?

Ethan Berkowitz Mayor Yes
Dustin Darden Mayor Yes
Nelson Godoy Mayor Yes
Timothy Huit Mayor No
Paul Kendall Mayor NO COMMENT
Jacob Kern Mayor NO RESPONSE
Rebecca Logan Mayor Once educational institutions redirected their resources to prioritize funding for teachers and classrooms.
Matthew Mendonsa Mayor Yes
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Candidate Name Office
Are you in support of creating another tier for PERS/TRS-eligible employees, consisting of what is being described as a 
hybrid or ‘skinny’ defined-benefit pension system? (Yes or No and Explain)

Ethan Berkowitz Mayor I support defined benefits. With defined benefits you know what you are going to get but with defined contribution you only 
know what you have to give.

Dustin Darden Mayor Yes if it's better for membership. Thank you for the opportunity I would appreciate your vote :) 
Nelson Godoy Mayor No. I believe the current pension system for public employees is beneficial to them.

Timothy Huit Mayor No...the current system Tier 1-4 is not sustainable in the future as it now stands. All we have to do is ask the Math 
Department of any school about the sustainability of the PERS/TRS system and the answer will be (40)

Paul Kendall Mayor NO COMMENT
Jacob Kern Mayor NO RESPONSE
Rebecca Logan Mayor It would depend on the details of the system.
Matthew Mendonsa Mayor No. But I will admit that I am unfamiliar with this subject. Upon learning more , I could give a better answer.
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Candidate Name Office Do you support allowing public funds to be spent on private or religious schools?
Alisha Hilde SB Seat E No
Tasha Hotch SB Seat E No
David Nees SB Seat E NO RESPONSE
Don Smith SB Seat E NO RESPONSE

Phil Isley SB Seat F NO RESPONSE
Deena Mitchell SB Seat F No 

Elisa Snelling SB Seat G At this time Alaska doesn't allow for Public Funding of private or parochial education. If in the future this changes and creates a 
negative adjustment to ASD 's budget, I will work to negate any direct impact on students education, (40) 

Irene Weisman SB Seat G I do not support public funds being spent on private schools who already have tuitions to cover their costs except for under very 
specific circumstances. However, I do believe in the freedom for parents to enroll children in a religious (40) 

Candidate Name Office Do you support the establishment of a healthcare authority in Alaska for all public employees?

Alisha Hilde SB Seat E Yes. I do not have a preference for or against it. My priority is finding the most efficient and effective use of our public dollars. I 
will make informed decisions based on cost-benefit analysis and constituent input.

Tasha Hotch SB Seat E I haven't seen very much on this subject. However, I did think that we should be able to leverage health insurance to cover 
more items. If this proposition will permit that, than I would support it.

David Nees SB Seat E NO RESPONSE
Don Smith SB Seat E NO RESPONSE

Phil Isley SB Seat F NO RESPONSE
Deena Mitchell SB Seat F No 

Elisa Snelling SB Seat G Yes
Irene Weisman SB Seat G Yes
Candidate Name Office In response to the previous question: What benefits or drawbacks do you see in that system?

Alisha Hilde SB Seat E
Without knowing more specifics, I would be concerned about ASD employees having access to the medical care of their 
choosing. The potential benefits appear to include lower costs and administrative and billing efficiencies.

Tasha Hotch SB Seat E The lack of known impact, not just in coverage but the cost to beneficiaries. There were several public comments addressing 
travel, pharmacy, cost to families, and transparency pricing.

David Nees SB Seat E NO RESPONSE
Don Smith SB Seat E NO RESPONSE

Phil Isley SB Seat F NO RESPONSE

Deena Mitchell SB Seat F
The Education Health Trust is working very effectively and efficiently, with good coverage for AEA members through the aetna 
network, and very low overhead. It already pools members to reduce costs. The state would have to provide a very compelling 
(40)
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Elisa Snelling SB Seat G
With a larger group of individuals created by a combined Healthcare Authority, insurance benefits would increase and premium 
costs would decrease. Drawbacks to the creation of this department would be the time it would take to structure such an 
agency, (40) 

Irene Weisman SB Seat G Based on the studies done, the obvious benefits to a healthcare authority would be in budget. From what I know benefits in 
budget mean benefits for our students and our school staff. One drawback I can foresee to such a (40) 

Candidate Name Office What should Anchorage do to attract new educators and retain experienced ones?

Alisha Hilde SB Seat E
We need to stabilize our budget to prevent teacher layoffs, provide flexibility for teachers in tailoring the curriculum, promote 
trained mentoring, and develop King Tech’s education program for long-term recruitment goals. Teachers need to receive 
raises, especially before administration does.

Tasha Hotch SB Seat E I have thought about this, one of the ways we could attract new educators, would be when students in high school want to be a 
TA in a class, or help out younger students, that we provide them them information (40)

David Nees SB Seat E NO RESPONSE
Don Smith SB Seat E NO RESPONSE

Phil Isley SB Seat F NO RESPONSE

Deena Mitchell SB Seat F
We need to keep our salaries competitive, find a way to keep from impacting social security accounts that teachers may bring, 
create an excellent work environment where teachers are supported with mentors, appropriate class sizes and aides if they 
need (40)

Elisa Snelling SB Seat G
To retain experienced teachers Anchorage needs to create an environment that is professionally supportive and is financially 
viable (raising a family, planning for the future). Reduce the volatility of contract terms, draft long-term stable sustainable 
benefits packages, and multi-year contracts.

Irene Weisman SB Seat G One of the things we can do to retain experienced educators, is work to approve Senate bill 131. Bill 131 will ensure that 
budgets for each school year are approved before the last day of work for teachers the previous (40)

Candidate Name Office Do you support or oppose Proposition 1 on the ballot?
Alisha Hilde SB Seat E Oppose

Tasha Hotch SB Seat E I don't like to support laws that aren't enforceable. I also don't like that the proposition is requesting that all facilities be identified 
as sex specific. Which means when I go somewhere and we used to have a couple of (40) 

David Nees SB Seat E NO RESPONSE
Don Smith SB Seat E NO RESPONSE

Phil Isley SB Seat F NO RESPONSE
Deena Mitchell SB Seat F Oppose

Elisa Snelling SB Seat G I believe in our government, the legislative process, and in the civic duty of its citizens to be actively involved in the creation of 
legislation. Allowing the public the opportunity to vote on issues regardless of my personal views on (40)

Irene Weisman SB Seat G
I don't really mind if someone who consistently considers themself a woman uses the female restroom, or Man with male 
restrooms. I will be voting against Proposition 1 simply because I don't believe Transgender bathroom usage is worth causing 
an (40) 
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Candidate Name Office
A. (for School Board) Would you support staffing and budgeting for smaller class sizes? What is an appropriate class size?  B. 
(for Mayor) What would you do to promote student success in Anchorage? In what ways can the municipality partner with 
students and educators to move toward the goals of Destination 2020?

Alisha Hilde SB Seat E Yes. This is a priority for me. Elementary (16), Middle School (20), High School (24). Those numbers are optimistic and don’t 
apply in every situation, but they show the long-term direction I’d like to see class sizes going.

Tasha Hotch SB Seat E I have been giving this a lot of thought. I think that 20 students per class would be sufficient. This is based on the information I 
received that at the Elementary level, that if a school falls below a certain (40)

David Nees SB Seat E NO RESPONSE
Don Smith SB Seat E NO RESPONSE

Phil Isley SB Seat F NO RESPONSE

Deena Mitchell SB Seat F I believe the class sizes outlined in the Picus Odden study are an excellent benchmark. I have been advocating for the past 
four years through Great Alaska Schools for adequate budgets for K-12 public education in the form of a (40) 

Elisa Snelling SB Seat G As a parent of three ASD students I am strongly in favor of staffing and budgeting for smaller class sizes. However, due to 
budget constraints more staff members and smaller class sizes are not always possible. I will continue to (40)

Irene Weisman SB Seat G
I do support staffing and budgeting for smaller class sizes 100%. Smaller classes improve the quality of education for students 
because they allow teachers to focus more on each student rather than simply grading papers 24/7. Appropriate class sizes 
vary, (40) 

Candidate Name Office Educators are being asked to do more and more with less and less. What work that educators are currently doing should be 
taken off their plate so that they can focus on their classrooms?

Alisha Hilde SB Seat E
I’d like to see legislation making unfunded mandates optional and a specific district reduction goal based on a time audit with 
teachers determining how that reduction is achieved. I’m critically mindful of the time obligations every decision places on 
teachers.

Tasha Hotch SB Seat E Feeding students in elementary schools. I remember when my son was in school they ate in the MPR, now the teacher takes 
the breakfasts to the classrooms.

David Nees SB Seat E NO RESPONSE
Don Smith SB Seat E NO RESPONSE

Phil Isley SB Seat F NO RESPONSE

Deena Mitchell SB Seat F Streamline testing so that we only use tests that inform teachers in addressing the needs of their students. Any tests that do 
not serve that purpose should be eliminated. When a student represents a significant discipline problem, have resources to (40)

Elisa Snelling SB Seat G testing, teaching for the test, SEL..

Irene Weisman SB Seat G Smaller class sizes should be implemented, with fewer homework assignments/tests to grade, educators can spend more time 
on the students sitting in the classroom.

Candidate Name Office In the course of the last year, how frequently have you attended school board meetings?
Alisha Hilde SB Seat E Almost every meeting
Tasha Hotch SB Seat E Once a month
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David Nees SB Seat E NO RESPONSE
Don Smith SB Seat E NO RESPONSE

Phil Isley SB Seat F NO RESPONSE
Deena Mitchell SB Seat F Almost every meeting

Elisa Snelling SB Seat G Almost every meeting
Irene Weisman SB Seat G Never

Candidate Name Office For both: In the course of the last year, how frequently have you visited schools or volunteered in the classroom? (Excluding for 
your own child’s functions/events).

Alisha Hilde SB Seat E At least weekly
Tasha Hotch SB Seat E At least once a month
David Nees SB Seat E NO RESPONSE
Don Smith SB Seat E NO RESPONSE

Phil Isley SB Seat F NO RESPONSE
Deena Mitchell SB Seat F At least once a month

Elisa Snelling SB Seat G At least once a month
Irene Weisman SB Seat G Once a semester

Candidate Name Office
A. (For School Board) What can the school district do to better support the professional autonomy of educators? B. (For Mayor) 
What competencies or skills, academic and non-academic, does the community need and expect Anchorage School District 
graduates to have?

Alisha Hilde SB Seat E We need to publicly promote that professional autonomy is a component of teaching, provide flexibility in tailoring the 
curriculum, protect time necessary for planning, and incorporate failure as an critical element for innovation and success.

Tasha Hotch SB Seat E I would want to see educators be able to have more teaching time then assessment time. I was so moved by hearing the 
elementary educators testify at a school board meeting. They discussed the more than 50 assessments that need (40)

David Nees SB Seat E NO RESPONSE
Don Smith SB Seat E NO RESPONSE

Phil Isley SB Seat F NO RESPONSE

Deena Mitchell SB Seat F Have intentional listening sessions with teachers, to hear what THEY think can move the needle on education. Conduct exit 
interviews with every employee who leaves the district for any reason, to assess what we can do better and what we (40)

Elisa Snelling SB Seat G Effective communication and PD, and at the end of the day...trust and results have to be recognized as parts of the equation.

Irene Weisman SB Seat G I was not previously aware that educators did not have the authority to act using their professional knowledge. I will work on 
way to deal with this issue.

Candidate Name Office Would you support inflation-proofing the BSA and actively lobby the Alaska Legislature in forward-funding for education?
Alisha Hilde SB Seat E Yes
Tasha Hotch SB Seat E Yes
David Nees SB Seat E NO RESPONSE
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Don Smith SB Seat E NO RESPONSE

Phil Isley SB Seat F NO RESPONSE
Deena Mitchell SB Seat F Yes

Elisa Snelling SB Seat G Yes
Irene Weisman SB Seat G Yes

Candidate Name Office Would you support an increase in education funding beyond what is necessary for Alaska school districts to keep even with 
inflation?

Alisha Hilde SB Seat E
My focus is on long-term budgeting. I’m optimistic about the direction our district is moving but cannot push for more without 
increased transparency and accountability. I fully support presenting a teacher-driven educational vision & budget to our 
community and representatives.

Tasha Hotch SB Seat E Yes
David Nees SB Seat E NO RESPONSE
Don Smith SB Seat E NO RESPONSE

Phil Isley SB Seat F NO RESPONSE

Deena Mitchell SB Seat F Yes - I have lobbied on behalf of restoring education funding to 2011 levels through my Great Alaska Schools advocacy work. 
We need to restore funds that have been eroded by inflation and caused larger class sizes and diminished resources (40) 

Elisa Snelling SB Seat G I believe we will continue to see a decline in federal and state funding for our schools. We are going to need to be smarter 
about how we spend each dollar. For the last three years I have worked to (40) 

Irene Weisman SB Seat G No, why would we need an excess of unneeded money flowing in that could be of more use elsewhere. Just give us enough to 
give all Anchorage students the best possible education.

Candidate Name Office Are you in support of creating another tier for PERS/TRS-eligible employees, consisting of what is being described as a hybrid 
or ‘skinny’ defined-benefit pension system? (Yes or No and Explain)

Alisha Hilde SB Seat E Yes, if that will address the primary goal of attracting and retaining excellent teachers. I would be honored to represent you and 
our community on the school board and respectfully ask for your vote on your mail-in ballot.

Tasha Hotch SB Seat E Yes, I attended the benefits fair in September, and sat through the financing class. I was surprised to learn that retirement was 
not built into compensation. I in particular am a fan of the PERS/TERS system because it puts the (40)

David Nees SB Seat E NO RESPONSE
Don Smith SB Seat E NO RESPONSE

Phil Isley SB Seat F NO RESPONSE

Deena Mitchell SB Seat F Yes -- Given that our employees are not eligible for social security, our newer educators have no safety net for retirement. 
Having a hybrid system won't restore tier 2 level defined benefits, but it does provide a minimum income level (40)

Elisa Snelling SB Seat G No, it’s complicated enough. Time to look at options to take care of our committed obligations while simplifying a fair system for 
the future. Answers can be found when open minds from all sides come to the table. 

Irene Weisman SB Seat G Yes, from what I currently understand, this system is designed to attract new teachers by offering better benefits to them.
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